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The process of making a social body-a national identity-is one marked by conflicting demands for aggregation and disaggregation, organicism and mechanism. Three of the reprinted essays-two concentrating on James Phillips Kay's Condition of the Working Classes Current interest is high in (and on) Victorian "fictions of empire," that system of mirrors carefully deployed on the one hand to reflect colonizing man at twice his size-as he needed to be in order to undertake the preternatural, even taboo, enterprises of "opening" the world-and on the other hand to deflect or ration his knowledge of his own multiple motives in these enterprises. Writing the nation meant continual negotiation between this need and this knowledge-self-critique pulled up by, and into, self-justification, self--parody sliding toward self-praise.
In Arthur Conan Doyle's The Lost World (1 9 1 2), for instance, the adventurers' conscious motives include scientific honor, the love of a sporting risk, and the desire to win the fair Gladys. They affect not to notice at the end that they got what they also wanted: the worship of their native guides, a parade down Picadilly, and a personal fortune in diamonds. In a later Doyle story of rape disguised as brain surgery,
Professor Challenger puts an eight-mile-long steel and electric probe into the quivering quick of the planet herself because, as he conceives, she has paid insufficient attention to the evolving "fact" of "man. 
